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√s = 91-209 GeV
H→τ+τ-
(c)
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observed S95 limits on
H2Z → H1H1Z
→ bb bb Z
(a)



































observed S95 limits on
H2Z → H1H1Z
→ ττ ττ Z
(b)
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observed s95 limits on
H2H1 → bbbb
(a)






































observed s95 limits on
H2H1 → ττττ
(b)





































observed S95 limits on
H2H1 → bbττ
(c)





































observed S95 limits on
H2H1 → ττbb
(d)
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observed s95 limits on
H2H1 → H1H1H1
→ bb bb bb
(a)





































observed S95 limits on
H2H1 → H1H1H1
→ ττ ττ ττ
(b)
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